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Abstract
In keeping with the Symbiosis International (Deemed University) graduate attributes of Global
Citizenship which also highlights the importance of cross-cultural sensitivity in professional
understand, the Symbiosis School of Media and Communication, Bengaluru (SSMC-B) took up the
Social Responsibility Project to promote social sensitivity among students, as well as be able to
effectively work in cross-cultural groups. The institution incorporated Social Responsibility
Project as a compulsory module into the academic curriculum, which is a first in a way. This was
to ensure that every student is sensitized about societal challenges through the pedagogy of
experiential learning or service learning, before they enter the media industry as professionals.
Understanding of the society is integral to being an effective media professional. It was also
important to engage in an experiential learning project to connect two other core courses in
Communication Management which were Corporate Social Responsibility and Research
Methodology through experiential learning.
SSMC-B approached the Electronic City Industrial Association, ELCIA Trust and ELCITA to identify
potential schools for execution of this project. Konappanna Agrahara Government School
(KAGS) was finalised for intervention in classes 6, 7, and 8 to enhance English competency
among the school children. Proximity of the school to SSMC-B was a locational advantage.

A need-gap assessment was done after in-depth discussions with the KAGS school authorities.
The discussions revealed certain challenges such as the Government policy of not detaining
students until grade 8, lack of exposure in English at home and school beyond the English class,
besides class size being a constraint in personal attention towards any student. This led to
students displaying disinterest to even learn the language. It was felt that students lacked the
required competency in English language by the time they took their school leaving examination.
SSMC decided to become an enabler and support the English school teacher through value-added
sessions with the school students. SSMC-B and KAGS time-tabled the intervention twice a week
for two hours through two semesters. It is worth mentioning that no student of SSMC had any
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teaching experience. So, they entered the field with a belief in their own native skills of desire to
share what they know.

The time frame of the intervention was spread across two semesters - July 2017 to September
2017 and the second was from November 2017 to January 2018. SSMC students were given the
English Text Books of the said classes based on which a pre-test was administered to understand
the level of the students. The test focused on trying to assess the level of understanding and
retention based on what was already taught in the class before the intervention. The pre-test
addressed grammar, text book comprehension, spellings and sentence structure.

The results validated the point that the students did not know even the English alphabet! SSMCB students prepared exhaustive lesson plans aligned to the expected learning outcome of the
school syllabus. Detailed notes were maintained by each SSMC student in their log-books. 75
students of SSMC were divided among 150 school students (beneficiaries) with a ratio of 2: 1.
This helped in each SSMC-B student giving personal attention to the needs of the students and
also developing it into a mentor-mentee relationship. A post-test was conducted at the end of
the first semester intervention of 15 hours to evaluate effectiveness of the intervention and
whether students benefited out of it. Besides being enthused to learn the English language, the
intervention showed remarkable improvement in their attitude, behavior and participation in the
class. A play-way pedagogy helped trigger this interest in the language.

In the semester II intervention, the post-test of Semester I was administered as a pre-test to the
next semester. This was to gauge retention and understanding. This time, the results were
encouraging and school students not only retained what they had learnt in the first semester,
but some even bettered their performance over the post-test of Semester one. This motivated
both SSMC students as well as the KAGS students.

Even as the school students of KAGS benefited, this outreach project gave SSMC-B students a real
world experience making it a perfect learning ground to develop sensitivity towards societal
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needs of the less-privileged community. They learnt to face the challenges of working across
cultures, including language barriers, besides instilling in them the sense of accountability and
responsibility towards the community. This project initiated by Symbiosis School of Media and
Communication – Bengaluru was unique in the sense that it was embedded in the MBA
(Communication Management) curriculum of the institute, time-tabled and end-of term
assessment and evaluation conducted for the SSMC-B students. More importantly, it was linked
to two other core courses in the MBA curriculum – Corporate Social Responsibility and Research
Methodology to ensure that the MBA students understand ground realities and apply concepts
through experiential learning.

It was a motivational tool for both - the students of Symbiosis School of Media and
Communication and the students of Konappana Agrahara Government School.

Introduction
Media and Society are intertwined as media reflects society and societal challenges. It is
imperative that students of media and communication understand real-life challenges even
before they become the messengers of social content. As such, in keeping with the graduate
attributes identified by Symbiosis International (Deemed University) and its primary dictum of
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam – The world is one family, SSMC-B took up the Social Responsibility
Project in Education and integrated it with the curriculum to ensure all SSMC students
participated and contributed towards a societal need with responsibility and accountability.

The project was divided into two semesters in sync with the academic structure of SSMC-B. The
first semester was from July 2017 to September 2017 and the second was from November 2017
to January 2018. This outreach project gave SSMC students a real world experience and it
became a strong learning ground to recognize societal needs and challenges. This project also
appeared to be a motivational tool for the students of Symbiosis School of Media and
Communication and the students of Konappana Agrahara Government School. This project-in
education brought in a symbiotic relationship between the two groups of students effectively.
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Aims and Objectives
75 SSMC students mentored 150 school students in the ratio of 2:1, thus ensuring individual
attention to school students – a launch-pad for enjoying the language.

This activity was targeted at:
i.

The Konappana Agarahara Government School students of Grades 6, 7, 8 and

ii.

ii. The students of SSMC-B .

The aims and objectives specified for each group were as follows:

1. The aims and objectives for the Government school were:
a. To support the s hool i stre gthe i g the stude ts E glish la guage o pete

.

b. To use an engaging pedagogy to enthuse the learner into learning the language.
c. To go beyond textual teaching and incorporate life skills and understanding of health
and hygiene.
d. To identify and nurture the unique skill sets and special talent of students with the
premise that every child is unique.
e. To create an environment of cross-cultural understanding and mutual respect for one
another.
2. The aims and objectives for the SSMC-B students were:
a. To instill a sense of responsibility and accountability towards the society through
experiential learning.
b. To initiate and nurture an environment of cross-cultural understanding and mutual
respect for one another.
c. Through this engagement, to be receptive, sensitive and understand the challenges
faced by another section of the society.
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Pedagogy and Intervention Strategy
The pedagogy used to achieve the objectives outlined was primarily a play-way method, visual
cards, interactive and participatory sessions. Since this intervention was aimed at supporting the
existing school set up in enthusing students to learn a language, traditional teaching format was
not the core pedagogy.

SSMC students made charts, flash - cards, visually engaging handmade teaching aids and also
used library books of the school. This method made the leaning process easy and systematic and
helped school students learn things quickly because visual learning is the best way a child could
understand and connect things. In order to help school students build their vocabulary, SSMC
students taught with examples drawn from their life situations and environment. This helped the
students to associate words with situations thereby increasing the potential of retaining what
they learnt. Through this method, students learnt to identify colours and also describe situations
using the vocabulary that they learnt. Continuous observation followed by intervention and
home-work made the school children learn and understand the concepts in a better manner.
SSMC students interaction, their personal attention and the play way method of teaching helped
build a rapport and enhance the comfort level of learning among the school children. The initial
phase of intervention showed little involvement and a closed attitude of the school children.
Interactive games and quizzes helped break the ice making the environment conducive to
teaching and learning besides bridging the gap between the college students and the school
students.

Strategic Approach


SSMC-B students were exposed to the regular English text books of the target groups to
familiarize themselves with the course and course objectives.



Based on the texts, SSMC-B students worked on detailed Lesson Plan for each day of
intervention.
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Based on lesson plan and learning objective, SSMC students prepared teaching aids, visual
aids, flash cards, ideated and planned role plays, spoken English through story-telling/
story sharing method, and discussions.



The intervention was time-tabled in the school as well as SSMC to bring in a sense of
formality and regularity



Two hours of intervention, twice a week were planned.



Comprehension and understanding of the language measured through tests, regular
home-work and discussion based learning.



Along with language learning, awareness about health, hygiene, sanitation and good
citizenship values were aimed at through awareness sessions conducted in a play-way
method and through story telling.

Methodology
The methodology was primarily qualitative with the improvement measured through a
quantitative method in terms of marks scored by students during the pre-tests, post-tests and
during-session class tests. Interactive class activities, age-appropriate teaching aids,
conversational practice guided by detailed daily lesson plans helped shape the intervention.
A need-gap analysis was conducted through:


Detailed discussions with the school Principal and the English teacher were held to
understand the level of competency and the key challenges in teaching English in the
school, based on which a need-gap analysis was done.



The challe ges a d differe es i stude ts le el of E glish o petency was understood
and analysed.

Based on the above, in the first semester intervention:


Pre-test designed and conducted to gauge the level of the students



Pre-test results indicated areas of difficulty



75 SSMC students were assigned two students each from among the 150 targeted
students of classes 6, 7 and 8 of the school with a ratio of 2:1



Class activities were designed and planned as intervention tools
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Individual attention being the key, SSMC students prepared lesson plans and teaching
aids ased o their



e tees le el of o pete

.

Each SSMC mentor student maintained a logbook to ote o je ti e of the da s sessio ,
pedagogy used, outcome and notes on other discussions with their mentees.



A post-test was conducted at the end of the first semester to understand the
effectiveness of the intervention.

At beginning of the second semester intervention a pre-test was conducted which was the posttest of the previous semester. This gave SSMC students an insight into the effectiveness of the
first semester intervention in terms of improvement in comprehension, usage of the language
and attitude towards learning the language helping them to design the second semester
engagement. The tests helped quantify the performance levels.

Class activities
Class activities and lesson plans were designed for both semester interventions bringing in variety
in the kind of activities as well as in spoken English.

In the first semester intervention, it was essential to gain the confidence of the students and
entice them into the beauty of the English language. This was done in a play – way method of
class activities, role-plays, quizzes, action –based rhyme etc, were designed to equip the school
students with


Identifying the colors in and around them.



Identifying and naming the objects – leading to understanding of grammar and
parts of speech.



Learning spellings and meanings.



Encouraging them to converse in English to skill them in spoken English.



Handwriting practice.
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In the second term intervention, having triggered the interest of the school students into learning
English and gaining their confidence, the need was to scale up and bring in text-book related
academic aspects. Alongside, awareness about health, hygiene and sanitation was introduced in
a conversational non-intrusive manner.

Following steps were taken:


Individual lesson plans were designed based on the post test results.



Higher grammar was introduced with specifics on parts of speech.



Introduce basic conversation with the use of What, Why, When, Who, Where and How
with concepts taught in the first semester intervention.



Help students form proper sentences using WH questions.



Help students to learn and use greetings such as good morning , good afternoon , good
evening , hello etc.



Help them learn how to introduce themselves.



Help them to speak confidently in public.



To celebrate festivals and bring in practical usage of the language to highlight significance
and cross-cultural understanding.



Along with academic intervention, initiate discussions and highlight through activities the
importance of health and hygiene concepts for both girls and boys.



Through conversation and role-plays, students of the school were taught to use what they
learnt: numbers, singular and plural, use and parts of speech.



Simple sentence structure to describe festivals, events and life situations connected with
health, hygiene, sanitation.

Teaching aids
Age appropriate teaching aids were designed by the students at Symbiosis after gauging the level
of understanding of the students of the government school. They realized that there was a
disparity even among students in the same class.
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Offline discussions by SSMC students helped in sharing their challenges to then work on
activities/ teaching aids that helped in reaching a level of parity. The challenge was to bringing
their level of understanding to the expected grade levels. Teaching aids were designed
accordingly to help learning.

Types of Teaching Aids

Visual Aids: Actual objects, models, pictures, charts, maps, flash cards, chalkboard.
Audio Aids: Made them listen to some rhymes, story listening, listening to the pronunciation and
then reproducing what was heard.
Audio - Visual Aids: Made them Watch and listen to some rhymes, watching the celebration of
National festivals, watching the videos of how to talk in public, how to introduce oneself etc.
Teaching aids worked as an effective tool for classroom effectiveness also because of the
language barrier challenge faced by SSMC students.

Log Books
In order to achieve the goal of educating/teaching the students, SSMC students carried out a
routine documentation of the aim, methods and observations gathered on a daily basis. This
helped in analyzing the growth curve of the students – a step by step process was registered to
identify the success areas, pain points and how to resolve the problems faced. It helped them in
class preparedness, planning, designing and execution for their next sessions.

Tests
A method to evaluate their performance by drafting questions on the basis of the concepts/
lessons taught


The students were informed about the test in advance so that they can prepare well



The students were given enough time for learning and preparation



Doubts and queries were cleared during the process



It further helped in making lesson plans
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I.

SEMESTER ONE INTERVENTION : July 2017 to September 2017

Pre Test


A pre-test was administered based on text-book level and levels gauged during
interaction with the students.



The performance was really poor. Students were not able to identify upper case
and lower case in alphabets.



It was difficult to decide to start from which concepts.



They had difficulty in pronouncing , identifying the letters, understanding the basic
questions and also in interacting



Displayed lack of confidence, barrier in language

Pre-test gave SSMC students an insight into how to start the concepts from the basics to teach
the school children. It became an effective approach towards imparting knowledge. Children
were encouraged to even attempt the questions which they were unfamiliar with. This helped to
understand their line of interest and eagerness to learn the language and also helped to identify
their problem solving skills.
Pre Test scores:
i.

Grade 6: Pre Test Semester I

Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36
Grade
No of students
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

ii.

5
6
12
5

Percentage
17.85
21.42
42.85
17.85

Grade 7: Pre Test -Semester I
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Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Names of fruits and vegetables
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage
8

19

Good

8

19

Average

20

46

Poor

7

16

iii.

Grade 8 : Pre Test Semester I

Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Names of fruits and vegetables
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage
0

0

Good

7

20

Average

15

43

Poor

13

37

The pre-test helped identify the level of the students in each Grade. The effort would be to
enhance the capabilities of the students. Grade 8 displayed below average performance while
there was only marginal difference between Grades 6 and 7.
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Methods adopted to teach


The students were taught as per their level of knowledge and based on the scores of
pretest



Their strengths and weaknesses were identified and the lesson plan was drafted around
it



Teaching aids were prepared based on the stude t s level and the concepts taught



Adopted play way method to teach



Continuous in-class learning was carried out



Each class had a brief recap about the previous learning sessions



Small and relevant stories were told to keep up their interest level



Visual aids were used to relate them to the concepts



Students were given enough time to understand and learn the concepts



Continuous evaluation was conducted in order to measure their performance.

Post-Test of semester I
At the end of the two months of intervention, in order to measure the level of understanding a
post- test was conducted. Different sets of question papers were made based on the learning
level of students in each Grade i.e Grade 6, Grade 7 and Grade 8.

Grade 6: Post Test: Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Rhyming words
Opposites
Singular and Plural
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36
Symbiosis School of Media and Communication- Bengaluru

Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
15
54
12
43
1
3
0
0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from
semester I pre test to semester I post test

Grade 7 : Post Test Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Singular and Plural
Names of fruits and vegetables
Reading Sentences
Punctuations,
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

9

21

Average

8

19

Poor

1

2

Analysis:

Students performance has improved from

semester I pre- test to semester I post test

Grade 8 : Post Test Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Singular and Plural
Reading Sentences
About my school
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About my Self
Punctuations
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

10

29

Good

9

26

Average

12

34

Poor

4

11

Analysis: Students performance has improved from
semester I pre test to semester I post test

. The test results were encouraging.


An effective growth was observed, their passing percentage increased.



It helped motivate them to learn further



Tests scores were good



Their approach towards the language had changed.



They were ready to interact in English



They were able to understand simple instructions

Outcome of first semester intervention
A positive growth was observed when the scores of both pre-test and post-test were analyzed.
The scores were recorded and compared with the previous scores.

II. SEMESTER TWO INTERVENTION: November 2017 to January 2018.

Objectives for the second semester


To conduct a pre-test along the lines of the post-test of the previous semester and
compare the results to understand how much they learnt and retained
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To design the plan on the basis of the post-test results



To help students learn greetings in the English language



To help them form proper simple sentences and introduce themselves



Introduce them to the concept of nouns and its types



To help them speak confidently in front of the public



Along with the course planned, to help them apply and enhance their skills through cocurricular activities, like celebrating festivals and New Year.



To make them aware of concepts of health, hygiene and sanitation.

Pre-test in the beginning of Semester Two:

The pre-test conducted was conducted again in Grades 6, 7 and 8 at the beginning of the second
semester which was the same as the post-test of Semester I. This was to gauge retention of what
was taught in semester one. Given below is scores of both the tests and analysis:
Tests to gauge Retention from Semester I post- test to Semester II Pre test
Grade 6:
Semester I Post test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
15
54
12
43
1
3
0
0

Semester II Pre-test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
8
28
12
43
8
28
0

Analysis: Students retention level has come down from semester I post- test to Semester II pre test
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Grade 7:
Retention from Semester I post test to Semester II Pre test
Semester I Post test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

9

21

Average

8

19

Poor

1

2

Semester II Pre-test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

13

30

Average

3

7

Poor

2

5

Analysis: Students retention level has improved from semester I post test to Semester II pre test

Grade 8:
Retention from Semester I post test to Semester II Pre test
Semester I Post test
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

10

29

Good

9

26

Average

12

34

Poor

4

11

Semester II Pre-test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

11

31

Good

9

26

Average

11

31

Poor

4

11

Analysis: Students retention level has improved from semester I post test to Semester II pre test
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Grades 7 and 8 showed retention of what was taught while Grade 6 displayed a drop in scores.

The Second Semester was conducted as planned in an enhanced form of a similar pedagogy as
adopted in Semester I.

At the end of Semester Two, a post-test was conducted to gauge performance levels.

Semester Two Post-Test scores

Grade 6: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
Days of Week
Spelling of Numbers
Articles
Reading Exercise
Vowels
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36

Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
23
82
5
18
0
0
0
0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test

Grade 7: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
Vowels
Singular and Plural
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States and its capitals
Verbs
Punctuations
Nouns and adjectives
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

28

65

Good

10

23

Average

4

9

Poor

1

2

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test

Grade 8: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
About festivals
Reading Sentences
About my school
About my Self
Punctuations
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

18

51

Good

10

29

Average

7

20

Poor

0

0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test
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Students in all the Grades had shown improvement by the end of Semester II in the scores when
compared with the Pre-test of Semester Two.

Outcome of the overall Intervention through academic scores:
The scores of Semester I and Semester II were analysed showing an improvement at the end of
the completed intervention. In addition to academic learning, the school studenst also displayed
enthusiasm in English language learning.

Grade 6:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of
students
15
12
1
0

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage
54
43
3
0

28 students
Percentage
23
82
5
18
0
0
0
0

Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 6 has improved from Semester I term end test
to Semester II term end test.
Grade 7:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage

No of students

Percentage

25

58

28

65

Good

9

21

10

23

Average

8

19

4

9

Poor
1
2
1
2
Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 7 has improved from Semester I term end test to
Semester II term end test.
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Grade 8:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent
Good

No of students

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage

10
9

No of students

Percentage

29

18

51

26

10

29

Average

12

34

7

20

Poor

4

11

0

0

Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 8 has improved from Semester I term end test to
Semester II term end test.

The intervention can be said to be effective since students of all the Grades – 6, 7 and 8 showed
improvement through the year.

Challenges faced during the intervention
There were challenges for the SSMC students and the school students. SSMC students took this
in their stride a d looked upo the e gage e t as a a to gi e a k to so iet . This helped
SSMC to achieve the objective of shaping socially sensitive graduates- a distinct graduate
attribute of Symbiosis International (Deemed University).

Challenges of SSMC-B students:


Diversity within class in English language competency level



Communicating with the children and making them understand the concepts without
using their local language, Kannada.



Try and understand the local language was difficult for them as the medium of
communication in the school was Kannada



Low retention ability of spellings or concepts by the school students was a challenge
to take the lessons forward.
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Lack of revision by the school students often led to frustration defeating the purpose



Absenteeism in the school led to disruption.



Identifying topics of discussion to suit every child in the class was a challenge due to
variance in abilities



Making the sessions interesting and keeping it engaging



Introducing /making them aware of other States/ culture/food habits as these
children were never exposed to any other lifestyle but their own.



Keeping their calm and going to the level of school children and interact with them.



Maintaining the balance between their own assignments in college, classes and the social
responsibility project. Changing their role from an MBA student to a teacher was a
challenge in terms of reorienting their mindset.



All were teaching in a formal environment for the first time.

Challenges for Konappana Agrahara School students


Initial acceptance of SSMC students as teachers/facilitators



Diffidence in conversing in English



Difficulty in comprehension due to usage of English over teaching English in

Kannada


Adhering to given deadlines



Completion of the assigned homework along with their school work



Discipline and neatness in their writing



Regularity in attending Mondays and Wednesdays to attend these specific classes



To adapt to learning through technology and not look at audio-visuals as fun-time

Outcome
This project initiated by Symbiosis School of Media and Communication – Bengaluru was
unique in the sense that it was embedded in the MBA (Communication Management)
curriculum of the institute, time-tabled and end-of term assessment and evaluation
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conducted for the SSMC-B students. More importantly, it was linked to two other core
courses in the MBA curriculum – Corporate Social Responsibility and Research
Methodology to ensure that the MBA students understand ground realities and apply
concepts through experiential learning. The replicability, impact of this project by other
B-schools is an encouraging aspect.
In addition, this project helped SSMC students to contribute towards the community in
an area that needed support. (Detailed report attached with data, log-book sample,
lesson-plan sample, images of teaching aids and commendation by school authorities)
Significant Results:
a. The expectations of the school was met with the students improving upon basic
English like recognition of the English alphabet in a sequence as well as upperlower case.
b. Improvement in comprehension, spellings ( test scores indicated improvementdata attached)
c. Showed keen interest in learning English unlike disinterested attitude before
intervention
d. SSMC-B students realized the importance of such a project in developing a
sensible and sensitive approach towards the community.
e. For SSMC-B students it helped link the importance of Corporate Social
Responsibility – a core course in the curriculum.
f. The project was also unique because it was not simply volunteering but with
responsibility and accountability. SSMC-B students were evaluated on this project.
g. The project led to a application of the course on Research Methodologies and thus
helped SSMC-B students understand research method concepts.
h. The project also led to a research paper accepted at an international Conference
on Communication Research.
Results demonstrated by the Konappana Agrahara School students -
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The test performances improved. ( Data Attached)



Could identify the alphabet, which was the first challenge in the success of this
activity



Could read, write and speak what was taught



Improved ability to answer questions in full sentence



They learned the names of animals, birds, colors etc.



Increased enthusiasm towards learning new words



Exposed to hygiene and wellbeing sessions



Revealed positive attitude towards English language



Eager to learn and were expecting more in future classes



Looked more confident than earlier



Exposed to many life skills

Results demonstrated by SSMC-B Students 

Sensitized towards the society to be effective MBA graduates in Communication



Were exposed to the ground realities and understood the challenges and diversity



Learnt to convey their thoughts even with the language barrier.



Tried their best to learn some words in Kannada successfully



Became more punctual and patient and learnt importance of perseverance to
achieve targets.



Improved their listening skills which is an integral part of communication



Learnt to multi-task



Realized the efforts and hardships of a teacher



Learnt to be content with limited resources and make the most of what is available



Learnt to appreciate what is available



Learnt to build rapport with others



Learnt team work and synchronization of work



Learnt to be prepared for any eventuality
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Learnt to be more creative and approach life with positivity

Recommendation


Try to give individual attention to build engagement



Introduction of interactive based teaching approach



Conducting class activities such as quiz, games related to the concepts



Students should be made to converse in English language along with their local language



More of relevant videos and visual aids to be used to make the concepts clear to them



Activity based text book concepts to be introduced

Extra-curricular activities in the Second term
The second semester intervention had been a mix of academics as well as extra-curricular in
terms of talent hunt and shaping the confidence among the school children, besides creating an
awareness about the world they live around.
On Christmas Day, SSMC students planned an interactive activity for the children and they
distributed gifts to their mentees and refreshments. SSMC students who were playing the role of
teachers also performed for their children on the occasion of Christmas. The joy in the children
was obvious and they were happy to see their mentors performing for them. The board was
decorated to mark the onset of winter vacations. In an unobtrusive manner, students also learnt
seasons in this way.
In the month of January the students were taught about National festivals, their importance and
celebration. Students discussed about Republic Day which was on January 26 and the upcoming
parade for that day. They also discussed about the significance of Republic Day and how the
nation celebrated.
An awareness program about health, hygiene and sanitation was conducted. A talk with the girls
of Grade 8 was conducted by the mentor and other female teachers on the topic of Menstruation.
The response from the girls and participation was commendable. Due to language barrier it was
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a little difficult to carry out the conversation flawlessly. However, the discussion were
appropriately translated to facilitate understanding.
SSMC students conducted a valedictory function on the last day of their project. Children were
asked to share their experience in English. Konnapanna Agrahara school students performed with
confidence. For some, it was the first attempt at facing a group of people. The school teachers
and the Principal were pleased to see them speaking in English with much confidence.
The social responsibility project intervention had shown encouraging results. In addition to
learning, the school students learnt life skills like etiquette and sensitive to others around them,
coming out of their cocoons and speak in public. All these improvements had given a great deal
of happiness, fulfillment and solace to the students of SSMC.
Conclusion
This project was a symbol of positivity and well-being. The project helped SSMC students evolve
at a personal level. It was not just a project but a chapter in their life which made them work
towards

aki g so eo e s life etter. Stude ts lear ed ho to a hie e higher goals e e

ith

minimum resources, how to stay positive and happy when nothing is going right, how not to
o plai a out the thi gs hi h the do t ha e a d fo us o the thi gs that

atter the most

in life. Most importantly, they appreciated challenges in communicating through an unfamiliar
language and picked up a smattering of the regional language- Kannada – during these sessions.
The students of the government school were also benefitted greatly as their English language
basics showed a great deal of improvement. Focus on overall development and mutual growth
was stressed upon. It was not just a one-way learning process but rather a two-way learning and
growing. This way the project helped the students get a better understanding about society and
co-existence.
More importantly, as future communication professionals, this experiential learning through the
Social Responsibility Project helped SSMC students understand the significance of corporate
social responsibility motivating them to contribute towards socio-economic development.

*****
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Appendices
I.
Towards Social Change - Enhancing English Language Competency in Grades 6, 7, 8 in
Konappana Agrahara Government School, Electronic City:
A Social Responsibility Project by MBA (Communication Management) Students of
Symbiosis School of Media and Communication-Bengaluru
2017 - 2018

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE THROUGH THE INTERVENTION IN GRADES 6, 7 AND 8
OF THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL : Pre-test before intervention in Semester I, Post –test at the end of
Semester 1, Pre-test before commencement of Semester II – same as Post –test at the end of Semester
1 to gauge retention, Post-test at the end of Semester II and Comparison of Semester I and Semester II
post-tests to gauge overall improvement and success of intervention.

II.

SEMESTER ONE INTERVENTION : July 2017 to September 2017

Pre Test scores:
iv.

Grade 6: Pre Test Semester I

Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36
Grade
No of students
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

v.

5
6
12
5

Percentage
17.85
21.42
42.85
17.85

Grade 7: Pre Test -Semester I
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Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Names of fruits and vegetables
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage
8

19

Good

8

19

Average

20

46

Poor

7

16

vi.

Grade 8 : Pre Test Semester I

Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Names of fruits and vegetables
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage
0

0

Good

7

20

Average

15

43

Poor

13

37

The pre-test helped identify the level of the students in each Grade. The effort would be to
enhance the capabilities of the students. Grade 8 displayed below average performance while
there was only marginal difference between Grades 6 and 7.

Post-Test of semester I
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At the end of the two months of intervention, in order to measure the level of understanding a
post- test was conducted. Different sets of question papers were made based on the learning
level of students in each Grade i.e Grade 6, Grade 7 and Grade 8.

Grade 6: Post Test: Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Identifying and writing Upper case and lower case
Reading three letter words
Dictation
Rhyming words
Opposites
Singular and Plural
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36

Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
15
54
12
43
1
3
0
0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from
semester I pre test to semester I post test

Grade 7 : Post Test Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Singular and Plural
Names of fruits and vegetables
Reading Sentences
Punctuations,
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
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Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

9

21

Average

8

19

Poor

1

2

Analysis:

Students performance has improved from

semester I pre- test to semester I post test

Grade 8 : Post Test Semester I
Broad areas of testing:
Singular and Plural
Reading Sentences
About my school
About my Self
Punctuations
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

10

29

Good

9

26

Average

12

34

Poor

4

11

Analysis: Students performance has improved from
semester I pre test to semester I post test

. The test results were encouraging.


An effective growth was observed, their passing percentage increased.
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It helped motivate them to learn further



Tests scores were good



Their approach towards the language had changed.



They were ready to interact in English



They were able to understand simple instructions

II. SEMESTER TWO INTERVENTION: November 2017 to January 2018.

Pre-test in the beginning of Semester Two: Tests to gauge Retention from Semester I post- test to
Semester II Pre test

The pre-test conducted was conducted again in Grades 6, 7 and 8 at the beginning of the second
semester which was the same as the post-test of Semester I. This was to gauge retention of what
was taught in semester one. Given below is scores of both the tests and analysis:

Grade 6:
Semester I Post test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
15
54
12
43
1
3
0
0

Semester II Pre-test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
8
28
12
43
8
28
0

Analysis: Students retention level has come down from semester I post- test to Semester II pre test
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Grade 7:
Retention from Semester I post test to Semester II Pre test
Semester I Post test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

9

21

Average

8

19

Poor

1

2

Semester II Pre-test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

25

58

Good

13

30

Average

3

7

Poor

2

5

Analysis: Students retention level has improved from semester I post test to Semester II pre test

Grade 8:
Retention from Semester I post test to Semester II Pre test
Semester I Post test
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

10

29

Good

9

26

Average

12

34

Poor

4

11

Semester II Pre-test

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

11

31

Good

9

26

Average

11

31

Poor

4

11

Analysis: Students retention level has improved from semester I post test to Semester II pre test
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Grades 7 and 8 showed retention of what was taught while Grade 6 displayed a drop in scores.

SEMESTER TWO end of intervention Post-Test

Semester Two Post-Test scores

Grade 6: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
Days of Week
Spelling of Numbers
Articles
Reading Exercise
Vowels
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 36

Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of students Percentage
23
82
5
18
0
0
0
0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test

Grade 7: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
Vowels
Singular and Plural
States and its capitals
Verbs
Punctuations
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Nouns and adjectives
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 43

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

28

65

Good

10

23

Average

4

9

Poor

1

2

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test

Grade 8: Post Test Semester II
Broad areas of testing:
About festivals
Reading Sentences
About my school
About my Self
Punctuations
Nouns and adjectives
Colors and Shapes
Grade Scale: Excellent= 16-20 Marks, Good=13-15 marks, Average= 8-12 marks, Poor=1-7 marks
Total number of students: 35

Grade
Excellent

No of students

Percentage

18

51

Good

10

29

Average

7

20

Poor

0

0

Analysis: Students performance has improved from semester II pre test to semester II post test

Students in all the Grades had shown improvement by the end of Semester II in the scores when
compared with the Pre-test of Semester Two.
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OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF INTERVENTION
Outcome of the overall Intervention through academic scores:
The scores of Semester I and Semester II were analysed showing an improvement at the end of
the completed intervention. In addition to academic learning, the school studenst also displayed
enthusiasm in English language learning.
Outcome of the overall Intervention through academic scores:
The scores of Semester I and Semester II were analysed showing an improvement at the end of
the completed intervention. In addition to academic learning, the school studenst also displayed
enthusiasm in English language learning.

Grade 6:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

No of
students
15
12
1
0

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage
54
43
3
0

28 students
Percentage
23
82
5
18
0
0
0
0

Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 6 has improved from Semester I term end test
to Semester II term end test.
Grade 7:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent

No of students

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage

No of students

Percentage

25

58

28

65

Good

9

21

10

23

Average

8

19

4

9

Poor
1
2
1
2
Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 7 has improved from Semester I term end test to
Semester II term end test.
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Grade 8:
Improvement from Semester I term end test to Semester II term end test
Sem I
Post Test
Grade
Excellent
Good

No of students
10
9

Sem II
Post Test

Percentage

No of students

Percentage

29

18

51

26

10

29

Average

12

34

7

20

Poor

4

11

0

0

Analysis: Overall performance of the students of grade 8 has improved from Semester I term end test to
Semester II term end test.

The intervention can be said to be effective since students of all the Grades – 6, 7 and 8 showed
improvement through the year.
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II.
Lesson Plan (Sample) – First Semester Intervention
Serial No.

Date

Topic

1

24-07-2017

Interaction with the students

2

26-07-2017

Alphabet (Small and Capital) and Words

3

31-07-2017

Dictation

4

09-08-2017

Revision

5

14-08-2017

Months and days

6

16-08-2017

Numbers in words

7

21-08-2017

Colors and VIBGYOR

8

23-08-2017

Singular and Plural

9

28-08-2017

Revision

10

30-08-2018

Sentence formation

11

04-09-2017

Test

12

06-09-2017

Revision
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III
Pictures of Teaching Aids
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IV
Write up in logbook
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Write up in logbook
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IV
Copy of Pre-test

Copy of Post-test
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Second-Term intervention

V.

Lesson Plan (Sample) – Second Semester Intervention

Serial No.

Date

Topic

1

27-11-2017

Class Test

2

29-11-2017

Revision

3

04-12-2017

Greetings

4

06-12-2017

Singular and Plural

5

11-12-2017

Opposite Words

6

13-12-2017

Articles

7

18-12-2017

An Introduction To Myself

8

20-12-2017

Singular and Plural

9

22-12-2017

Revision

10

03-01-2018

Story Reading
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11

08-01-2018

Map Of India

12

10-01-2018

Noun

13

15-01-2018

Pronoun

14

17-01-2018

Revision

15

22-01-2018

Class Test

16

29-01-2018

Social Responsibility Event
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VI
Pictures of Teaching Aids

THE GAME OF FORTUNE TELLER

ONE OF THE QUESTIONS IN THE FORTUNE TELLER

THE SINGULAR-PLURAL BOX
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VII
Pictures of Teaching Aids
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VIII
Logbook record - sample
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Logbook record (sample)
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VIII
Sample Copy of Pre-test
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IX
Sample Copy of Post-test
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X.
Pictures during intervention
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SSMC students with the children at the school
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Sensitizing the school children on aspects of health, hygiene, and sanitation
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Children enjoying with snacks

Christmas celebration at the school

So ial Responsi ility Proje t’s Valedi tory Event at the S hool with Principal, Faculty of
Konappana Agrahara Government School and Director , SSMC-B.
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Dr Triveni Goswami, Director, SSMC addressing the children at the school

S
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XI
Konappana Agrahara Government School Principal and teacher testimonials
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XII
Student Testimonials
If I have the

ea s, I have the respo sibility to e ploy the

The opportunity to brighten up million smiles comes more often than not, as we recognized it
and tried to make the most out of it. Social Responsibility gave us a chance to lend a helping hand
to the community we dwell in by igniting the young minds and learning from them
simultaneously. Soon it became an integral part of our lives bringing a ray of hope to our journey.
The rooms became more familiar and the students a part of our family. The progressive results
gave us a sense of satisfaction as our purpose became more prominent with each passing day.
And now as we have come to the end of it we long for more such experiences as it helped us gain
a better understanding of the community and the various aspects of it.
A Ray of Hope
Do t dare , they said, the fall ould e gra e
Flap and turn; flap and turn;
The eyes did t see

to a e

Keep up and set forth
The roseate glance afar
With each pull away, aim higher; higher for the stars.
Surfing bright, soaring high,
A flock of hopeful minds,
A plethora of fresh awakenings,
A plethora of glorious skies.
-

-
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Surabhi Kashyap
- Batch 2017-19
- SSMC B

MY EXPERIENCE
The college, in association with ELCIA gave us the radical opportunity to share our skills, and
efforts into the lives of some less privileged learners of the community that we reside. This
olla oratio

ot o l allo ed us to gi e a k to the so iet

ut also lear a lot

ore i the

process. 75 of us visited the GHPS Konappana Agrahara School in electronic city every Monday
and Wednesday to meet and teach English to learners of 6th, 7th and 8th grade. Although there
were differences in age, language, level of knowledge and backgrounds – there was one thing
which was common between the two groups – Enthusiasm in doing something new!
The experience for me personally was very enriching, the students that I taught – Priya and Jhansi,
we formed a very strong bond over time. They taught me lot of Kannada, Jhansi taught me to
smile through everything and Priyais literally the epitome of calmness. I realized the efforts and
hardships of ei g a tea her a d keepi g the stude ts i terest le el up throughout the sessio ,
but these challenges helped me think creatively, develop more content and figure out
approaches to make them understand. The language barrier was the most fun task in itself! The
children loved my tiny snippets of cartoons and drawings of lighthouses, elephants and what not!
I had the ha e to

eet Jha si s

other she is the ja itress i the sa e s hool . It was such a

heart-warming experience. I told her that her daughter has been doing pretty well and showed
her Jha si s test papers, she told

e that Jha si

aited for Mo da s a d Wed esda s a d

dressed up neatly and decorated her hair with flowers just because I would be coming that day!
All in all, the entire experience was extremely humbling and satisfying for me and I deeply thank
the college for inculcating Social Responsibility Project into our curriculum. - Rhea Nair, SSMC B
- Batch 2017-19
This education project gave us a plethora of experiences whose effect will last a lifetime.It was
the first time that I was teaching someone and it was a truly humbling experience. It gave me a
reality check into the amount of effort that our teachers put in teaching us new concepts. A
new sense of responsibility was instilled into me and I ensured that I did proper research before
teaching them, in order to not teach them anything wrong. Words elude me as I try to pen
down my experience with the children. However, my best description would contain the words
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o derful, o passio ate, e patheti a d a ag of

i ed e otio s.Through this i tera tio

and positive intervention, I believe I have learnt the smaller nuances of life which no other
experience could have given me and I hope such initiatives continue in the future too. - Sai
Nethra, SSMC B, Batch 2017-19
I took a a

ore fro

the e perie e of ei g i that lassroo

tha I ga e!! This

opportunity offered me a chance to have a genuine effect in handling one of India's most
squeezing challenges — educational inequality. It helped me to develop a lot of soft skills which
are essential for you irrespective of your career path. No profession would enhance your
communication skills as much as teaching English to a bunch of kids, none of whom have any
clue about what language you are talking in. Konapanna Agrahara has been that place for me
where I have done a lot of un-learning through experiences that have made me think constantly
about what I want to do and who I want to be. I have truly learned much more than I could
have ever taught. The e perie e as trul

o derful…The atte pts of the hildre to talk i

English, their attempt to convey whatever they need and whatever they know, the questions
they ask, the concentration with which they tackle something given to them, the interest they
show in learning and the attempt to teach me their local language Kannada, I can continue
endlessly about it. This was edu atio

ot just of the

i d ut also of the heart. - Sreyashi

Roy, SSMC-B, Batch 2017-19
The So ial Respo si ilit Proje t ga e us a ha e to le d a helpi g ha d to the o

u it

e

dwell in by igniting the young minds and learning from them simultaneously. Soon it became an
integral part of our lives bringing a ray of hope to our journey. The rooms became more familiar
and the students a part of our family. The progressive results gave us a sense of satisfaction as
our purpose became more prominent with each passing day. These experiences helped us gain a
etter u dersta di g of the o

u it a d the arious aspe ts of it. - Surabhi Kashyap, Batch

2017-19, SSMC B
It

as a eautiful e perie e to a tuall ha e had a opportu it to witness how humans

connect. Even with language barriers, it was warmth in the heart and determination to teach
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which made everything easy. It was actually a challenge to come up with something innovative
and a new topic each time, for my students were excellent with grasping power and always
stri ed to lear too u h i too less a ti e. The lear i gs a d e perie e fro this proje t ha e
ee i

e se a d surel o e of the est e tures I ha e e er set o . - Ikshita Hira, Batch 2017-

19, SSMC B
A great opportunity to develop as a responsible, empathetic and mature citizen of the nation
was provided by SSMC-B in the form of this social responsibility project. As a part of this project,
we were asked to tutor middle school students for their English language skills. Although, the
project challenged our abilities as a teacher, it developed a completely new perspective of reality
in the government schools and underprivileged students. The students were unable to converse
in English and/or Hindi, do basic math operations or even have knowledge about their
surroundings. This gap was recognized by our college and as a part of our curriculum this project
was allotted to us. This project helped me grow, for I changed my point of view. I realized these
students hold equal potential to perform like any other student and this is the untapped talent
of our nation. They taught me how happiness is reciprocated to others. They had that magnetic
personality which made me happy every time I visited them. Their enthusiasm to learn from me
every time was admirable and I was compelled to look into myself if I was equally enthusiastic
towards the education I am receiving which was much better than the one they were exposed
to. In this materialistic age, with money and power at our disposal, we have stopped being
content, I believe, and it struck me hard during my interactions with them.I thank SSMC-B for
providing this enriching experience and helping me to grow as a humble and grounded human
ei g for the rest of

life. - Nimish Aage. SSMC B, Batch 2017-19
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